RESTFUL RIDES: 
Fair Gets Pedicabs

The World's Fair crowd is being treated to a welcome form of relaxation, in the form of a fleet of electrically-powered pedicabs. Using a combination of bicycle and motor technology, these pedicabs can carry passengers at a leisurely pace, offering a gentle and enjoyable ride. The pedicabs are being operated by licensed pedicab drivers, ensuring a safe and enjoyable experience for all passengers.

-breaking leaflets from Governor-Johnson, now on display at the entrance, and with a girl. The leaflets are made in Portland, Oregon, and are distributed by the Oregon State Office of Tourism.

There is little doubt that the pedicabs will be a popular feature of the fair, providing a unique and enjoyable way for visitors to explore the site.

NURSES INJURED

In Auto Crash

Two nurses were injured in an auto crash on the campus of Oregon State College on Sunday afternoon. The nurses, who were returning from a visit to a patient at the University Hospital, were involved in a collision with a car. Both nurses were taken to the hospital for treatment of their injuries.

CHURCH RENTS FAIR HOUSING

For Members

The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints has rented fair housing for members at the World's Fair. The church has rented units at the fair for its members to use during their stay in Oregon. This initiative demonstrates the church's commitment to providing fair housing opportunities for its members.

Sweden’s Big Week To Open At Fair

Sweden will have its biggest week at the fair beginning Monday. The Swedish section has been given a week of special attention, and the service and entertainment will be expanded.

-Fair on the Fair: The Swedish section, located in the Palais de France, will feature many special events throughout the week. These events will include music, dance, and cultural performances by Swedish artists.

-Late Night Shows: The Swedish section will feature late night shows, allowing visitors to enjoy the culture and entertainment even after the official closing time.

-Ambassadors of Sweden: Swedish diplomats will be present at the fair, providing insight and information about Sweden to visitors.

-Large Scale Art Installation: A large-scale art installation will be presented by the Swedish pavilion, showcasing the country’s artistic talents.

-Special Exhibitions: Various exhibitions related to Sweden will be held, highlighting the country’s rich history and culture.

-The Swedish Menu: The Swedish section will feature a special menu, highlighting traditional Swedish cuisine.

-On the benefiting week: The Swedish section will be the focus of the week's events, allowing visitors to experience a comprehensive view of Sweden.
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